PROPOSAL 6 – 5 AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking fur-bearing; exceptions. Allow the incidental take of up to two fur-bearers per year during an open season for other fur-bearers as follows:

Either:

"Allow two (2) total incidental fur-bearer catch by trapping per licensed trapper per year for any species that have a "no limit" bag limit. The incidental closed season catch must have been taken in traps set for a species that still has an open season.

Or:

"If a trapper incidentally takes a fur-bearer during a closed season in a trap that is set for a fur-bearer species that is still open, the Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) may issue a total of two (2) incidental take tags per licensed trapper per year only for species that have a "no limit" bag limit. The trapper must report these within 30 days to ADF&G for tagging, and sealing if required. The trapper may then keep the incidentally taken fur-bearer.

What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? Allow two total incidental fur-bearer catch by trapping per licensed trapper per year. If all seasons are not aligned, there will be some incidental take of the closed species in traps set for species that are still open. You would still need to report to ADF&G within 30 days of take to get animal sealed or otherwise checked-in.
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